We consider a supply chain consisting of an upstream supplier and a downstream manufacturer, in which the supplier provides a component to the manufacturer, facing a price-sensitive and uncertain demand. The manufacturer makes cost reduction investment in the supplier to improve the supplier's production efficiency, which benefits the entire supply chain. We derive the optimal investment and operating decisions. Both the centralized and decentralized supply chains are studied. We show that the optimal investment and operating decisions in the decentralized setting may deviate from that in the centralized setting. To avoid the profit loss caused by such a deviation, we develop a coordination mechanism by introducing a combined policy of revenue-sharing policy and investment cost-sharing policy. We also show that the developed coordination mechanism can achieve Pareto improvement for the two players.
Introduction
Low production cost is a key factor in achieving competitive advantage and is significantly correlated with the firm's resources, such as technology, equipment, and other resources [1] . However, according to resource-based theory, valuable resources are scarce [2] , and few firms have sufficient resources which can be used to reduce their production costs. To reduce the production cost, some upstream firms ask for help from their downstream firms. Intuitively, when the production cost of the upstream firm is reduced, the entire supply chain becomes more cost efficient, which will also benefit the downstream firm. Thus, the downstream firm has incentive to invest in the upstream firm's production cost reduction. As a matter of fact, in reality, many downstream firms have provided the needed resources for the upstream firms to reduce their production costs or enhance their production productivity. For example, in Japan, many downstream firms provide technology, equipment, and so forth, to upstream firms [3] . In Philippines, the downstream firms provide direct assistance, such as the training of management and staff, to upstream firms [4] . The resources provided by these downstream firms can lead to a production cost reduction for their upstream firms. This paper is related to two streams of literature. The first stream focuses on the supply chain coordination. For example, Chakraborty and Chatterjee [5] coordinate a supply chain with deterministic yield and deterministic demand. Tang and Kouvelis [6] investigate coordination in a supply chain with uncertain yield and deterministic demand. Fu et al. [7] explore the coordination issue of a supply chain with deterministic yield and uncertain demand. Moreover, Hu et al. [8] and Fu et al. [9] study the coordination issue of a supply chain with uncertain yield and uncertain demand. In addition, Panda et al. [10] and Modak et al. [11] coordinate a three-layer supply chain consisting of a manufacturer, a distributer, and a retailer. Giri et al. [12] coordinate a three-layer supply chain with uncertain yield and uncertain demand. Although the above literature has investigated supply chain coordination from different perspectives, it does not consider cost reduction investment.
The second stream of literature concerns cost reduction investment. For example, In a one-to-one supply chain, Ge et al. [13] assume that both the upstream firm and the downstream firm can invest in their own production cost reduction and investigate the investment strategies for the two firms. Usta et al. [14] investigate the downstream firm's 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society investment in its production cost reduction and show that the downstream firm's full commitment to invest in cost reduction enables the upstream firm to license technology and charge lower prices. In a one-to-many supply chain, Banerjee and Lin [15] investigate the upstream firm's investment in its production cost reduction and show that under the costsharing rules, there is a fundamental conflict between the incentives of the upstream firm and the downstream firms: the upstream firm prefers more downstream firms to participate in the cost-sharing rules, but the downstream firms may not be so. Banerjee and Lin [16] consider the problem that downstream firms invest in their own production cost reduction and show that by using fixed-price agreements under which the input price remains unchanged in response to downstream firms' investment strategies, higher investment levels will be chosen by downstream firms. In a many-to-one supply chain, Bernstein and Kök [17] investigate the problem that upstream firms invest in their own production cost reduction and show that target-price contracts lead to higher investment levels and profits if the rates are properly specified, as compared to the cost-contingent contracts. Bernstein et al. [18] explore the upstream firms' cost reduction investment problem by using cooperative game theory and show that the optimal investment level of the entire supply chain can by achieved when the most efficient upstream firm receives the incremental benefits of the cost reduction achieved by other upstream firms. See, Ishii [19] , Gupta [20] , and Li et al. [21] for more discussion on cost reduction investment in supply chains. Although existing studies have investigated the problem of cost reduction investment in supply chains from different perspectives, they do not explore the problem that a firm's production cost is reduced by its vertical supply chain partners.
In this paper, we consider that an upstream supplier sells a component to a downstream manufacturer. The manufacturer has a chance to invest in the supplier with specific resources, which can reduce the production cost of the supplier. We first explore the centralized supply chain, to provide a benchmark for the decentralized supply chain. Then, we study the decentralized supply chain. Finally, a mechanism is proposed to coordinate the decentralized supply chain. We consider both the cost reduction investment strategy and the operating decisions (i.e., pricing and production decisions).
In summary, the key contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We establish a model to investigate the problem of the cost reduction investment by the downstream manufacturer in the upstream supplier.
(2) We derive the optimal operating decisions of the supplier and the manufacturer, under any given cost reduction investment strategy of the manufacturer.
(3) We characterize the optimal cost reduction investment strategies for the manufacturer in both the centralized and decentralized supply chains.
(4) We develop a mechanism to coordinate the decentralized supply chain and show that the developed mechanism has sufficient flexibility to allocate the expected profit of the supply chain between the supplier and the manufacturer and thus can achieve Pareto improvement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model. In Section 3, we derive the optimal investment and operating decisions for the centralized supply chain. In Section 4, we characterize the equilibrium decisions of the two players in the decentralized supply chain. Section 5 propose a coordination mechanism for the decentralized supply chain. Section 6 concludes our work.
The Model
Consider a supply chain consisting of a single upstream supplier and a single downstream manufacturer. The manufacturer produces a product and sells it to a market with pricesensitive and uncertain demand. Without loss of generality, we suppose the demand function takes the form of
where in (1) is the random factor which has a support on [ , ], 0 < < , with a probability density function ( ) and a cumulative distribution function ( ). We suppose satisfies the increasing generalized failure rate (IGFR) condition; that is, ( )/(1 − ( )) is increasing in [7, 22] . Moreover, ( ) is the price-dependent part of demand and takes the form of
where in (2) represents the market size and is the elasticity of demand with respect to the retail price, > 1 [23] . We assume that the manufacturer has a chance to make investment in the supplier. The manufacturer's investment may be technology, equipment, and other resources, which can lead to a cost reduction in the supplier's component. The value of the manufacturer's investment is denoted by , which is constrained to be in [0, ], where denotes the maximum value of resources that the manufacturer can invest. We assume that the production cost of the supplier is ( ) and ( ) is decreasing in . If = 0, then ( ) = , where represents the production cost of the supplier without the manufacture's investment. More specifically, we assume that ( ) is linear in and takes the form of
where in (3) represents the cost reduction efficiency of the manufacturer's investment. We require < / , to guarantee that the production cost of the supplier is positive. We further assume that the manufacturing cost for the manufacturer is negligible, and one unit of product requires one unit of component from the supplier. The decisions to be made by the supplier and the manufacturer fall in three stages. In the first stage, the manufacturer chooses its investment level . In the second stage, the supplier sets a wholesale price for the component. In the last stage, the manufacturer decides an order quantity and the retail price for the product.
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In (5), the first term {min[ , ( , )]} is the expected revenue of the manufacturer by selling the product to the market. The second term represents the cost for the manufacturer to purchase the component. The last term corresponds to the investment cost for the manufacturer.
Centralized Supply Chain
In this section, we investigate the decision problem in the centralized setting, which serves as a benchmark for the decentralized setting. In the centralized supply chain, the supplier and the manufacturer make decisions to maximize their total expected profit, that is, the expected profit of the entire supply chain. From (4) and (5), we know that the expected profit of the entire supply chain is given by
From (6), we can see that the wholesale price vanishes. This is not surprising, because represents the internal transfer payment from the manufacturer to the supplier. Then, the decision problem is to choose values for , , and , so that the profit Π ( , | ) is maximized. Following Petruzzi and Dada [24] , we define stocking factor = / ( ). Then, the problem of choosing a retail price and an order quantity is equivalent to choosing a retail price and a stocking factor . Substituting = / ( ) into (6), then the expected profit of the entire supply chain can be rewritten as
where ℎ( ) = − ∫ ( ) . We first present the following lemma.
Lemma 1.
For any given investment level , the optimal retail price * ( ) for the entire supply chain is given by * ( ) = * ( )
and the optimal stocking factor * is uniquely determined by
Proof of Lemma 1. (i) Taking the first derivative of Π ( , | ) of (7) with respect to gives
where
Obviously, ( ) is linearly decreasing in , and lim →0 ( ) > 0, lim →+∞ ( ) < 0. Thus, there exists a unique , such that ( ) > 0 for < , and ( ) < 0 for > . In conjunction with the fact that − −1 > 0, we know that Π ( , | )/ > 0 for < and
and has a unique maximizer. Solving
(ii) Substituting = into Π ( , | ) of (7), we get Π ( | ) = ( ) ( )/( − 1) − . Taking the first derivative of Π ( | ) with respect to gives
we know that Π ( | ) is unimodal in and has a unique maximizer. Solving Π ( | )/ = 0 yields (9). Substituting = * of (9) into = ( )/( − 1)ℎ( ), we get (8) . We thus complete the proof of Lemma 1.
Note that * of (9) is not affected by the investment level and ( ) decreases as the investment level increases. Then, we can see from Lemma 1 that the retail price * ( ) decreases as the investment level increases. Moreover, because = / ( ), then Lemma 1 indicates that the corresponding order quantity * ( ) = * ( * ( )) increases as the investment level increases. Substituting ( ) of (3), * ( ) of (8) , and * of (9) into (7), we can show that the expected profit of the supply chain can be expressed as
Now, we address the optimal investment strategy for the entire supply chain. We first denote Proof of Theorem 2. Taking the first derivative of Π ( ) of (12) with respect to gives
Obviously, Π ( )/ is increasing in . Thus, we have 2 Π ( )/ 2 > 0. That is, Π ( ) is strictly convex in and has the unique maximizer = 0 or = . Solving Π (0) > Π ( ) yields Theorem 2(i); solving Π (0) < Π ( ) yields Theorem 2(ii). We thus complete the proof of Theorem 2.
From Theorem 2, we know that the optimal investment strategy for the entire supply chain is dependent on cost reduction efficiency and follows an extreme policy: investment strategy is either zero or maximum. Specifically, when cost reduction efficiency is relatively low, the optimal investment strategy for the entire supply chain is * = 0; when cost reduction efficiency is relatively high, the optimal investment strategy for the entire supply chain is * = . Substituting = * ( ), = * , and = * into (7), we can obtain the optimal expected profit of the centralized supply chain, denoted by Π * . Next, we consider the decentralized supply chain.
Decentralized Supply Chain
In the decentralized supply chain, the supplier and the manufacturer are independent decision makers and make decisions to maximize their own expected profits. We analyze the decision problem, using a three-stage approach.
The Third Stage.
Given the manufacturer's investment level , and the supplier's wholesale price , the manufacturer chooses an order quantity and a retail price for the product to maximize its expected profit.
From (5), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.
For any given investment level and wholesale price , the optimal retail price * ( , ) and the order quantity * ( , ) for the manufacturer are given by * ( , ) = *
Proof of Lemma 3. First, similar to the proof of Lemma 1, it is easy to show that, in decentralized supply chain, for any given investment level and wholesale price , the optimal retail price is * ( , ) of (15). Second, combining = * ( , ) of (15) and = / ( ), we then have that the optimal order quantity is * ( , ) of (16). We thus complete the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 gives the manufacturer's best response retail price * ( , ) and order quantity * ( , ) to the investment level and wholesale price . From Lemma 3, we can see that, for any given investment level , the manufacturer's best response retail price * ( , ) increases as the wholesale price increases, and the best response order quantity * ( , ) decreases as the wholesale price increases. Lemma 3 does not provide an answer to how the investment level affects the manufacturer's best response retail price * ( , ) and order quantity * ( , ). As a matter of fact, the investment level affects the manufacturer's choices of * ( , ) and * ( , ) via wholesale price , which will be verified in Lemma 4.
The Second Stage.
Knowing that the manufacturer chooses the retail price and the order quantity according to (15) and (16), respectively, the supplier chooses a wholesale price to maximize its expected profit. By substituting * ( , ) of (16) into (4), we can obtain the supplier's expected profit function as follows:
From (17), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.
For any given investment level , the optimal wholesale price * ( ) for the supplier is given by
Proof of Lemma 4. Taking the first derivative of Π ( ) of (17) with respect to gives
where ( ) = (1 − ) + ( ). Obviously, ( ) is linearly decreasing in , and lim →0 ( ) > 0, lim →+∞ ( ) < 0. Thus, there exists a unique , such that ( ) > 0 for < and ( ) < 0 for > . In conjunction with the fact that ( −1) ℎ (
+1 > 0, we know that Π ( )/ > 0 for < and Π ( )/ < 0 for > . Thus, Π ( ) is unimodal in and has a unique maximizer. Solving Π ( )/ = 0 yields (18) . We thus complete the proof of Lemma 4. Lemma 4 characterizes the supplier's best response wholesale price * ( ) to the investment level and states that the best response wholesale price * ( ) decreases as the investment level increases. This is not surprising, because an increase in leads to a lower production cost ( ). Then, the supplier with a lower production cost will charge a lower wholesale price to the manufacturer. Second, in conjunction with the discussion following Lemma 3, we can conclude that the investment level will affect the manufacturer's choices of * ( , ) and * ( , ) via * ( ).
The First Stage.
Knowing the operating decisions (i.e., pricing and production decisions) response to the investment decision, according to (15) , (16) , and (18), the manufacturer chooses its investment level . Substituting ( ) of (3), * ( , ) of (15), * ( , ) of (16), and * ( ) of (18) into (4) and (5), respectively, the expected profit functions of the Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5 suppler and the manufacturer can be rewritten as follows, respectively:
The following corollary can be made according to (20) and (21).
Corollary 5. The supplier can always benefit from the manufacturer's investment, while the investment may cause detriment to the manufacturer's profit.
Proof of Corollary 5. Corollary 5 can be obtained directly from (20) and (21) . Thus, it is omitted here.
When the manufacturer invests in the supplier, the production cost of the component is reduced, and the supply chain becomes more cost efficient, which benefits both the supplier and the manufacturer. From (20) and (21), we can calculate that the benefit caused by the cost reduction for the supplier is
and the benefit caused by the cost reduction for the manufacturer is
Thus, the supplier is willing to be invested. However, the manufacturer may not invest, because manufacturer should weigh up the investment cost and the benefit caused by the cost reduction ΔΠ . Specially, when < ΔΠ , the manufacturer should invest; otherwise, it is not necessary for the manufacturer to invest.
Next, we address the manufacturer's investment strategy in decentralized supply chain. Denote
We can establish the following theorem according to (21) and (24 (20) and (21), we can obtain the optimal expected profits of the supplier and the manufacturer, denoted by Π * and Π * , respectively. Similar to the optimal investment strategy in the centralized supply chain, the optimal investment strategy in the decentralized supply chain also follows the extreme policy. That is, investment level is either zero or maximum. In the rest of this subsection, we compare the results obtained in centralized and decentralized supply chains, to get more insights.
From (8) and (9), (15) and (16), and (18), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7. For any given investment level (i) the optimal retail price in centralized supply chain is lower than that in the decentralized supply chain; that is,
(ii) the optimal order quantity in centralized supply chain is higher than that in the decentralized supply chain; that is,
Proof of Corollary 7. (i) First, it follows from (8), (15), and (18) that * (
(ii) Second, it follows from (8) and (9), (16), and (18) that * (
Combining (i) and (ii), we complete the proof of Corollary 7.
When the investment level is given, the expected profit of the supply chain is determined by the retail price and the order quantity. Corollary 7 shows that the optimal operating decisions in the decentralized setting, deviate from that in the centralized setting. Such deviation will cause the profit loss for the decentralized supply chain. This is because the well known double marginalization [25] exists between the supplier and the manufacturer in the decentralized supply chain.
Note from (13) and (24) that / = ( − 1) −1 / −1 < 1. Then, we have 1 < 2 . This, together with Theorem 2 and Theorem 6, allows us to obtain the following important corollary. Although the optimal investment strategies in the centralized and decentralized settings are both either zero or maximum, the specific optimal investment strategies may be different. Specifically, when cost reduction efficiency is low to some degree, that is, < 1 , the optimal investment strategies in two settings are both zero; when cost reduction efficiency is high to some degree, that is, > 2 , the optimal investment strategies in two settings are both maximum; otherwise, 1 < < 2 , the optimal investment strategy in the decentralized setting is zero, while the optimal investment strategy in the centralized setting is maximum. Corollary 8 states that when cost reduction efficiency is lower than 1 , the benefit from cost reduction can not outweigh the investment cost in the two settings, and, hence, it is no necessary to invest; when cost reduction efficiency is higher than 2 , the benefit from cost reduction outweighs the investment cost in the two settings, and, thus, it should invest. More importantly, Corollary 8 reveals that when cost reduction efficiency is in the range ( 1 , 2 ) , the entire supply chain can benefit from the investment, while the manufacturer can not benefit from the investment. This is because the benefit from the supplier's cost reduction caused by the manufacturer's investment is divided between the supplier and the manufacturer. That is, although the investment cost is undertaken by the manufacturer independently, the benefit from the investment can not be wholly obtained by the manufacturer. Such a result may affect the manufacturer's investment enthusiasm. Finally, we point out that when cost reduction efficiency is in the range ( 1 , 2 ) , the optimal investment strategy in the decentralized setting deviates from that in the centralized setting and causes the profit loss for the entire supply chain.
Corollary 8. (i) If

Coordination Mechanism
In Section 4, we have shown that the optimal investment and operating decisions in the decentralized setting may deviate from that in the centralized setting. In this section, we propose a mechanism to coordinate the decentralized supply chain, and then the optimal investment and operating decisions in the centralized setting will be chosen in the decentralized setting. In addition to the wholesale price policy, the proposed mechanism contains other two policies: a revenue-sharing policy and an investment cost-sharing policy. Specifically (a) the revenue-sharing policy suggests that the supplier shares percentage of the manufacturer's sales revenue, 0 < < 1;
(b) the investment cost-sharing policy suggests that the supplier shares percentage of the manufacturer's investment cost, 0 < < 1.
Under the proposed mechanism, the expected profit functions of the supplier and the manufacturer can be expressed as follows, respectively:
We are now ready to establish the following important theorem.
Theorem 9.
For any given 0 < < 1, let = , and = (1− ) ( ). Then, the decentralized supply chain is coordinated; that is, = * ( ), = * ( ), and = * .
Proof of Theorem 9. Substituting = and = (1 − ) ( ) into (27) and (28), respectively, the expected profit functions of the supplier and the manufacturer can be rewritten as follows, respectively:
Clearly, given 0 < < 1, both the supplier and the manufacturer prefer = * ( ), = * ( ), and = * , which maximize the expected profits of the entire supply chain, supplier, and the manufacturer. We thus complete the proof of Theorem 9.
Theorem 9 implies that the decentralized supply chain can be coordinated by the proposed mechanism with appropriate parameters. As a matter of fact, in reality, an acceptable coordination mechanism should guarantee that each player's expected profit is not worse off and at least one player is strictly better off, that is, Pareto improvement [26, 27] . In the rest of this section, we will address that the expected profit of the coordinated supply chain under the proposed mechanism can be arbitrarily divided between the supplier and the manufacturer, and thus both the supplier and the manufacturer can benefit from the coordination. Substituting = * ( ), = * ( ), = * , = , and = (1 − ) ( ) into (27) and (28), respectively, we know that the expected profits of the supplier and the manufacturer under the proposed mechanism, are as follows, respectively:
where Π * denotes the optimal expected profit of the centralized supply chain.
From (30), we can see that the expected profit of the supplier increases in the revenue share , and the expected Corollary 10 provides the feasible set of the revenue share such that the supplier and the manufacturer are both willing to participate in the coordination. The feasible set reveals the following managerial insights. Although the supplier has an incentive to raise the revenue share , the manufacturer's participation condition > Π * implies an upper bound of the revenue share ; that is, < 1 − Π * /Π * . Similarly, the motivation of the manufacturer to decrease the revenue share is constrained by the supplier's participation condition > Π * . In general, the actual value of depends on the two players' relative bargaining power.
Conclusion
This paper is motivated by the practice that the production cost of the upstream firm can be reduced by the downstream firm's investment in the decentralized supply chain. Although there has been some studies on cost reduction investment in decentralized supply chains, they assume that the production cost of a supply chain member is reduced by the investment of itself and do not consider the problem of the cost reduction investment by the supply chain member in its vertical partners. This paper investigates cost reduction investment by the downstream manufacturer in the upstream supplier. Both the centralized and the decentralized supply chains are investigated, and a mechanism is developed to coordinate the decentralized supply chain. The main results of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) In the decentralized supply chain, the supplier can always benefit from the manufacturer's cost reduction investment, while the manufacturer may or may not benefit from the investment.
(2) The optimal investment levels in both the centralized and decentralized supply chains follow an extreme policy. That is, the optimal investment level in each setting is either zero or maximum.
(3) The optimal order quantity in the decentralized supply chain is less than that in the centralized supply chain; the optimal retail price in the decentralized supply chain is higher than that in the centralized supply chain; the optimal investment level in the decentralized supply chain may be lower than that in the centralized supply chain.
(4) The expected profit of the decentralized supply chain is less than that of the centralized supply chain. The mechanism consisting of a wholesale price policy, a revenue-sharing policy, and an investment costsharing policy can be used to coordinate the supply chain by choosing mechanism parameters appropriately.
There exist many potential directions for future research. An interesting issue is to consider the manufacturer's cost reduction investment in suppliers in a many-to-one supply chain, in which the manufacturer chooses a set of the investment strategies. It is also interesting to consider the upstream supplier's cost reduction investment in the downstream manufacturer.
